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THE EMBODIED ACTIVIST:
Where Permaculture Meets the Arts
by Nala Walla
My Goals: to create an art that breaks down boundaries
between the disciplines…an art that seeks to reestablish
…the wholeness found in cultures where performing
arts practice is considered a spiritual discipline with
healing and transformative power…an art that is inclusive,
rather than exclusive, that is expansive, whole, human,
multidimensional.
—Meredith Monk, 1983

fter a twenty-five year ferment, I uncork Meredith
Monk’s mission statement and take a long draught.
It’s perhaps even more refreshing today than it was in 1983,
despite changing times and tastes. At this point in human
history, as we hear the Earth beckoning us toward sustainable
practices, an ancient yet wholly postmodern transdisciplinarism is emerging to lead us there, reaching toward the
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[above] Nala Walla at a Permaculture Design Course in Hawaii, 2004.
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“multidimensional” art that Monk speaks of.
I am continually struck by the similarity between the
guiding principles of Earth-centered/wholistic sciences and
bodybased practices. Improvisors, storytellers, deep ecologists, and permaculturists alike point to common ground—
a shared place roomy enough to encompass body and
earth, telescope and microscope, stage and campfire.
As one of many artists working within the sustainability
movement, I am particularly interested in highlighting and
creating meaningful dialogue around this juicy topic: How
can we transcend outdated separations between the arts
and ecology, allowing them to freely cross-pollinate?

THE ART OF PERMACULTURE
Permaculture has been described as “an ethical design
system for creating human environments that…have the

diversity, stability, and resilience of natural ecosystems.” To
achieve this, so much creativity and open-mindedness is
required of its practitioners that permaculture may be
considered an art form in itself.
The permaculture toolbox is large, containing many
social, environmental, economic, and cultural strategies,
including the arts. It is no accident that the word “culture”
figures prominently in the name of the movement. Yet the
task of so many creative people working together on a dayto-day basis presents one of the central challenges facing all
who seek a radical cultural shift toward sustainability: How
do we get along? How do we avoid wasting energy on
intracommunity friction and conflict?
The answers to these questions are intimately related,
as they have always been, to the arts. In that the arts foster
healthy connections with community, self, and Earth, they
have a central role to play in wholistic designs and ecologic
rebuilding. Since our personal and social health is a precondition to efficient progress along the path of sustainability,
we are wise to focus on restoring the social as well as the
physical landscape.

thank the woodpile for getting my body moving outdoors,
breathing fresh air, instead of sitting in front of a computer!)
Bodybased practices can be regarded as a primary expression
of our commitment to localism.
We are beginning to recognize that the abundant
leisure promised by modern technology remains elusive,
while it is well documented that Paleolithic peoples spent
less than four hours a day in “work” activities, passing
most of their time dancing, telling stories, and visiting
with neighbors. Perhaps these “original leisure societies”
(Marshall Sahlins) were way ahead of us, reserving their
energies for social activities and creative arts precisely
because they are so important for human health.

LEARNING PERMACULTURE THROUGH THE BODY
I have listed below some of the basic guiding principles of
permaculture:
•
•
•
•

ZONE ZERO: BODY AS GUIDE TO LOCALISM

•
•

In practicing permaculture, we often use the concept
of “zones” to organize our landscape and our lives. The
home is considered zone zero, since it is the natural focal
point from which all activity radiates. We place elements
that we use daily, or which require daily attention (e.g.,
water tap, woodpile, kitchen herbs) within a few paces
of the home, in zone one, thereby conserving energy and
promoting efficiency.
It is helpful to include the body—indeed our primary
“home”—in the concept of zone zero. Localism—starting
small, using locally available resources, supporting local
economies—is a fundamental principle of good permaculture design. If our bodies, zone zero, are the first units
of localism from which healthy homes, communities, and
cultures are built, we must both care for our bodies and
accept the lessons they offer us. We put the cart before the
horse if we work in zone one or two without first tending
to our physical, mental, and social health.
For example, somatic listening can teach us how best
to push a heavy wheelbarrow and build an earthen house
without throwing out our backs, becoming bored, or getting
sunburned. Moving away from a paradigm of slavery where
we push our bodies beyond their capacity, we learn to
honor our need for proper alignment, rest, and social
engagement. Likewise, we let go of old notions of manual
labor as a “chore” and learn to value earthwork as an
enjoyable and sacred activity. (In today’s hi-tech world, I

•
•
•

waste is merely an unused resource
work with nature, not against
redistribute surplus
localism: use locally available resources before imported
value edges for their diversity and productivity
relinquish authority and force in favor of self-governing
systems
the three Os: observe, observe, observe
minimum effort for maximum benefit
the problem is the solution

These principles may ring a bell for dancers and actors,
as we embody them whenever we improvise. In release-style
movement forms, for example, we practice moving with the
minimum amount of muscular and energetic effort required.
When we detect excess tension somewhere in our bodies
during a dance, we redistribute this surplus tension, letting it
release into the floor or be used in the support of a partner.
In a permaculture context, we transform waste products
into resources by using them to build soils or houses. On
the dance floor, we recycle stagnant energy into momentum,
flow, and breath.
Another example from a contact duet: as soon as we
fixate on a rigid idea about how the dance should look or
where the dance should go, instead of constantly receiving
and working with what is already happening, the dance
becomes clunky and awkward, and can even be dangerous.
Here, our own bodies demonstrate how we exert ourselves
unnecessarily and become prone to injury when we try to
force the dance instead of relinquishing control and allowing
the dance to self-govern. This same use of force in the landscape results in modern plagues such as soil depletion,
water pollution, war, and extinctions of countless species
and cultures.
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In a theater improvisation, when we stumble upon
material that seems edgy, embarrassing, even frightening,
we are encouraged not to view this as “waste” but to regard
it as a rich resource. Instead of retreating into familiar
material and habits, we value these edges, transforming
material that at first seems to be a problem into a solution,
and expanding the ecotone—that boundary terrain that is
always the most productive and diverse in any system.
In permaculture, proper observation is acknowledged
to be the cornerstone of good, efficient design—we are
encouraged to observe the (plant, animal, microbial) patterns
that are already in place, and to conserve energy by building
on and contributing to these patterns wherever possible,
instead of bulldozing and then rebuilding everything from
scratch.
In the improvised arts, we encounter this same emphasis
upon observation. We study how to sense what patterns are
already present in an improv (both externally and internally)
and choose when to flow with them or when to swim
upstream. We learn how acting out of habit or on willful
assumptions in an improv can quickly create disconnection, confusion, or exhaustion. Observation is also a major
component of Authentic Movement; through the simple
process of witnessing ourselves and others, we distill clear
observation from the murkiness of judgment.

BODYBASED ART AS ACTIVIST TOOL
Ritual is a tool that allows us to think not only
logically, but analogically, and ecologically.
—Dolores LaChapelle

In the arts and ecology, we have unfortunately seen
many organizations and intentional communities collapse
or bog down, rarely because they lack proper scientific
training or artistic technique, but often because unresolved
interpersonal conflict poisons the project from within. Groups
may have extremely high levels of skill and motivation, but
if they have no history of creative play and celebration to
encourage connection and social revitalization, they often
end up with the “artist burnout” or “activist burnout”
syndromes. This social friction is perhaps the single biggest
factor limiting our achievement of both artistic and ecologic
goals.
The remedy may lie in rediscovering and redefining
ancient practices of ceremony and performance, which
have always been a part of indigenous community life.
Dance, music, theater, song, and storytelling are not mere
frivolities; they are well cast in their roles as social lubricant
and tonic—functions that are crucial to the health of any
social species. These arts are traditionally utilized in every
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aspect of village life, from the field to the kitchen to the
full-moon dance.
Group improvisations in which each individual resonates
with the larger whole encourage the development of bonds,
which help the group hold together in times of stress. Whenever we flex our cooperation muscles, we are turning away
from a world based on competition and domination toward
collaboration, harmony, and symbiosis.
Improvisation is in itself a skill that becomes more and
more valuable as the pace of social, climatic, and technological change accelerates. The stories we tell—through
movement, sounds, and words—play a crucial part in the
conversion of the stresses of life into growth. The acceptance and acknowledgment we feel when our community
bears witness to our testimony is listed by psychologists as
one of the critical steps in healing trauma.
How can we provide training—both inside and outside
the dance community—in listening and witnessing skills?
How can we create community forums in which to air the
stories of a rapidly changing world? In working to address
these questions, we make thin the line between art and
activism.

THE MEDICINAL WEED: RETHINKING WASTE
What was denied becomes acceptable, and
demons become creative resources.
—Ruth Zaporah

When I read Ruth Zaporah’s statement referring to the
practice of Action Theater, I am reminded of the ways in
which my permaculture teachers have taught me to reframe
my concept of weeds. Many of the so-called weeds in my
garden are edible, medicinal, or both. They grow spontaneously and abundantly, without requiring—unlike many
of our favored cultivars—any extra help from me. Their
“pernicious” taproots bring vital nutrients to the surface
and break up tough subsoil. And they help to hold in
the precious moisture needed by the (literally) billions
of creatures that live in each teaspoon of healthy soil.
Instead of waging a constant war against weeds, I am
learning that gardening with weeds saves time and energy,
and I find the results to be quite beautiful, too. Our aesthetics
of industrial straight lines, monocrops, and neatly clipped
lawns (descended from aristocratic European medieval
estates) are changing as we come to detect the dysfunction
of domination, slavery, and pollution in these practices.
In the improvised arts, as in the garden, many of us
choose to free ourselves from habitual obsession with control,
virtuosity, and perfect technique in favor of the exhilarating
rush that comes from acceptance of and cooperation with

whatever sprouts. Instead of micromanaging the creative
process or judging our work according to irrelevant standards, we can instead invest this energy in reeducation of our
audiences (and ourselves!) to value participation, healing,
and social change as much as profit, talent, and entertainment.

IMPROVISATION AS EARTH ACTIVISM
We are in the studio, eyes closed, working with
imagery of stone, mountain, water, leaves. The sun
shines on my face, and for a moment my attention
flies out the window to the beautiful boulder in
the abandoned field next door.… Rock speaks.
She tells us she was cast clumsily aside by Vulgar
Bulldozer. She says she will wait for us to come
outside and roll her to her place of honor in the
garden wall…. But we are dancers. We cannot
come outside because we are busy now with leg
exercises. Rock waits patiently.
—Nala Walla

Nala Walla [left] and Sheri Brown in Crosspollination, Fort Worden
State Park, WA, 2005.
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For all of us bodybased artists who have ever felt
confined to black boxes and ivory towers, who have
wished to have our feet on the Earth, hands in the soil,
improvising sustainable solutions to current challenges,
I write to encourage the current expansion of our art outward from the studio and into our relationships with land
and community. As the cross-pollination between art and
ecology continues, and we begin to recognize the activist
face of our work (and our play!), we can view it as true
performance—bringing our art and values into form upon
the stage of social and environmental landscapes.
F
To contact the author: Nala Walla, nala@bcollective.org,
www.bcollective.org.
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